We show nonparametric identification of the parameters in the dynamic stochastic block model as recently introduced by Matias and Miele (2017) in the case of binary, finitely weighted, and general edge states. We formulate conditions on the true parameters, which guarantee actual point identification instead of mere generic identification, and which also lead to novel conclusions in the static case. In particular, our results justify in terms of the identification of the applications by Matias and Miele to finitely weighted edges with three edge states. We also give numerical illustrations via the variational EM algorithm in simulation settings covered by our identification analysis.
In this note, complementary to the parametric identification for the dynamic SBM in [15] we provide nonparametric identification results in case of binary, finitely weighted and general edge states. We formulate conditions on the true parameters which guarantee actual point identification instead of mere generic identification. In particular, our results justify in terms of identification the applications in [15] and in [18] to finitely weighted edges with κ = 3 edge states. Our results also extend to inhomogeneous Markov chains.
A formal description of the model and the theoretical results are presented in Section II. In Theorem 1 we consider nonparametric classes of distributions for weighted edges under the assumption that the true underlying distributions are linearly independent. Next, in Theorem 2 we provide a result in the static setting for binary and finitely weighted edges with few edge states along the lines of the arguments in [4] , but formulated and proved without referring to generic conditions. This is extended to the dynamic SBM in Theorem 3. As corollary, we provide a convenient set of assumptions for identification in the dynamic SBM in the binary case, which we compare to the result in [16] . Remarks 2 and 6 deal with extensions to inhomogeneous, nonstationary Markov chains. Section IV contains numerical illustrations for finitely weighted edges under scenarios to which Theorems 1 and 3 apply. Estimation is based on the variational EM algorithm from [15] , for which we make the necessary modifications for the inhomogeneous case. Section V concludes, while proofs are deferred to Appendix.
We shall denote by M ⊗ N the Kronecker or tensor product of the matrices M and N , by M ⊗n , n ∈ N, the n-fold Kronecker product of the matrix M with itself, and by M the transpose of the matrix M . The entropy of a distribution P is denoted by H(P).
II. THE DYNAMIC STOCHASTIC BLOCK MODEL
Let G = (V, E) be a complete, undirected graph without self-loops, where V = {1, . . . , n} is the finite set of nodes of cardinality n ∈ N and E = {i, j}, 1 ≤ i = j ≤ n is the set of undirected edges.
The dynamic random graph mixture model or dynamic stochastic block model introduced in [15] consists of latent random vectors Z t = (Z t 1 , . . . , Z t n ) for the time points t ∈ T = {1, . . . , T }, T ∈ N, where for each i ∈ V , (Z t i ) 1≤t≤T is a Markov chain with state space {1, . . . , Q}, representing the node groups. The processes (Z t i ) 1≤t≤T are assumed to be independent across individuals i, while their distributions are assumed not to depend on i.
In the results below we suppose that the (Z t i ) 1≤t≤T are time-homogeneous with ergodic transition matrix ρ = (ρ ql ) q,l=1,...,Q and stationary initial distribution π = (π q ) q=1,...,Q . However, the results extend to non-stationary, non-ergodic and even inhomogeneous Markov chains. Further, for each t ∈ T there is an observed random vector X t = (X t e ) e∈E , indexed by the edge set E such that conditional on Z 1 , . . . , Z T , the vectors X 1 , . . . , X T are independent, and conditional on Z t , the random variables X t {i,j} , {i, j} ∈ E are independent, with the conditional distribution of X t {i,j} depending only on Z t i and Z t j . Further, the conditional distribution of X t {i,j} given Z t i and Z t j does not depend on the edge {i, j}, it may depend on the time point t, though. We shall write X t {i,j} = X t ij , so that X t ji = X t ij , and call X t ij the edge variables, and Z t i the node states. Note that (Z t , X t ) t=1...,T is a hidden Markov model with state space {1, . . . , Q} n , transition probability matrix ρ ⊗n and stationary initial distribution π ⊗n , and for each edge {i, j},
..,T is a hidden Markov model with state space {1, . . . , Q} 2 , transition probability matrix ρ ⊗2 and stationary initial distribution π ⊗2 .
Suppose that the X t ij take values in some measurable set X ⊆ R s containing 0, called the set of edge states, such that the conditional distribution of X t ij given Z t i and Z t j is given by (1) where δ 0 is the Dirac distribution at 0, the p t ql ∈ [0, 1] are sparsity parameters, and the P t ql are distributions on X contained in a family P of distributions which put measure 0 for {0}, and we assume that p t ql = p t lq and P t ql = P t lq . The value 0 will be interpreted as the absence of an edge, while other values x ∈ X correspond to the existence of a weighted edge. This general model is denoted by M(n, Q, T, X , P). It has parameters ρ, p t ql and P t ql , 1 ≤ q, l ≤ Q and 1 ≤ t ≤ T . For a binary edge states, that is if X = {0, 1}, we take P = {δ 1 }, then only the parameters ρ and p t ql are required, so that we may write M(n, Q, T, {0, 1}).
For a general finite set of edges states, that is, X = {0, 1, . . . , κ − 1} with κ ≥ 2, we use a parametrization which slightly differs from (1) , and parametrize the model in terms of the transition matrix ρ and of the full probability vectors of conditional edge states p t
. This corresponds to (1) with sparsity parameter p t ql = 1 − p t ql (0) and P t ql (x) = p t ql (x)/(1 − p t ql (0)), x ∈ {1, . . . , κ − 1}, the conditional distributions given x = 0. We shall denote this model by M(n, Q, T, {0, . . . , κ − 1}).
If there is only a single time point, we obtain the static stochastic block model in [4] , which is denoted by M(n, Q, X , P), or M(n, Q, {0, 1}) resp. M(n, Q, {0, . . . , κ − 1}) for binary resp. finite edge set. In this model, the transition parameter ρ reduces to the distribution π of the node states at a single time point. Apparently, the marginal distribution of (Z t , X t ), t ∈ T, is contained in M(n, Q, X , P) with parameters π, p t ql and P t ql .
III. IDENTIFICATION
The parameterization in latent state models is subject to label swapping. Indeed, the distribution of the observables (X t ) t=1,...,T in the model M(n, Q, T, X , P) is the same under the parameters ρ ql , p t ql and P t ql , as well as ρ σ(q)σ(l) , p t σ(q)σ (l) and P t σ(q)σ(l) , 1 ≤ q, l ≤ Q and 1 ≤ t ≤ T , for any permutation σ of the set of node states {1, . . . , Q}. Note that the permutation σ is global in the sense that it must not depend on the time point t.
Our aim is to discuss identification up to global label swapping.
A. Nonparametric Models
We start with identification of the parameters in general nonparametric models with weighted edges.
Theorem 1: The parameters in the dynamic stochastic block model M(n, Q, T, X , P) are identified from the distribution of X 1 , . . . , X T up to global label swapping if n ≥ 9 and T ≥ 2 provided that a. for every t = 1, . . . , T , the distributions μ t ql are linearly independent, 1 ≤ q ≤ l ≤ Q, and p t ql > 0, b. the entries of π are pairwise distinct, or for q = 1, . . . , Q − 1 the measures P tare stable over time, i.e. P t= P∀ t ∈ T. An outline for the argument of the proof of Theorem 1 is as follows. By ergodicity of ρ, the entries of π are strictly positive. By assumption a. and since n ≥ 9, from [4, Th. 15] the marginal parameters π, p t ql and P t ql are identified from the distribution of X t up to permutations σ t of the node states {1, . . . , Q} which, however, depend on t. Assumption b. in the theorem then allows to align the node states globally, i.e. to pass to a global permutation σ. Here, in the second case one observes that the distributions P, q = 1, . . . , Q are all distinct by assumption a. in the theorem. It then remains to identify the transition matrix ρ, which is the main part of the proof.
Remark 1 (Size of the Set of Edge States X ): First note that Theorem 1 can also be applied in case of a finite set of edges states, that is, model M(n, Q, T, {0, . . . , κ − 1}). In terms of the p t ql , we require in a. that p t ql (0) < 1 and that p t ql , 1 ≤ g ≤ l ≤ Q are linearly independent for fixed time point t. Note that this is only possible if the cardinality of the edge states κ is at least as large as the number of random vectors, that is κ ≥ Q+1 2 , see [4, Th. 14] . In the second part of assumption b. we require that the conditional probabilities p t(x)/(1 − p t(0)), x ∈ {1, . . . , κ− 1}, q = 1, . . . , Q, do not depend on t.
Remark 2 (Identification for Nonstationary, Inhomogeneous Markov Chains): Our argument even allows identification in case of inhomogeneous transitions of node states. Suppose that Z i is a possibly inhomogeneous Markov chain with some initial distribution π = (π q ) q=1,...,Q satisfying π q > 0, q = 1, . . . , Q, and irreducible transition matrices ρ t = (ρ t ql ) q,l=1,...,Q , t = 2, . . . , T , giving the probability of transitions from time t − 1 to t. Under the assumptions a. and the second part of b., that is, for q = 1, . . . , Q−1 the measures P t= Pare stable over time, the parameters π, p t ql and P t ql , t = 1, . . . , T and ρ t , t = 2, . . . , T , are still identified, see Appendix for the argument.
Remark 3 (Assumptions Only for the True Parameters): The assumptions a. and b. need only be placed on the true underlying parameters, identification is then achieved within the full class M(n, Q, T, X , P). Indeed, the theorem relies on [4, Th. 15] which in turn is based on [12, Th. 4a] on the uniqueness of the factors in three-way arrays, see also [19, Th. 3] . These only require that the factors in one of two decompositions of a three-way array under comparison satisfy certain row restrictions. See [2] for similar arguments in the case of nonparametric identification of hidden Markov models.
Remark 4 (Identification of the Order Q): Consider the set of parameters on weighted dynamic SBMs with edges taking values in X and edge distributions P t ql contained in some family P. If we let the order Q vary, but only consider parameter constellations such that for given Q, the distributions μ t ql in (1) satisfy assumption a. of the theorem, that is, are linearly independent, then we claim that the parameters in this class, in particular the order Q of the latent state space, are also identified. Indeed, an order Q-model can be regarded as having higher order e.g. by choosing p l,(q+1) = p l,q , P l,(q+1) = P l,q , l = 1, . . . , q, and p (q+1),(q+1) = p q,q , P (q+1),(q+1) = P q,q , and the state q in the Markov chain is randomly split into q and q + 1, from both of which the transitions have equal probability. However, if this is compared with a model on Q+1-states which does satisfy assumption a., then from Remark 3 it follows that the resulting distributions of observables are distinct. A similar remark applies in the situations of Theorems 2 and 3.
B. Binary and Finitely Weighted Model
Next we consider identification in binary and finitely weighted models with few edge states. Assumption a. in Theorem 1 cannot be satisfied in these cases. We develop an alternative set of conditions for point identification, complementing the generic identification results in [14] for the dynamic and in [4] for the static case.
Let us introduce a relevant object for identification. Given m ∈ N nodes let Z = (Z 1 , . . . , Z m ) and X = (X e ) e∈E follow the static stochastic block model M(m, Q, {0, . . . , κ−1}) and write X = X m to be explicit about the number m of nodes. Consider the matrix C m,Q,κ consisting of the conditional distribution of X m given Z, so that
and
. First we state a point identification result for the static model under a full row-rank assumption on C m,Q,κ . The proof is along the lines of [4, Th. 14]. Since the proof of that result is only sketched in [4] , for completeness we provide a detailed proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 2: Suppose that m ≥ 3, and that Q, κ, and the conditional probabilities p ql (x), 1 ≤ q ≤ l ≤ Q and x ∈ {0, . . . , κ−1} are such that the matrix C m,Q,κ has full row rank. Further assume that π q > 0, q = 1, . . . , Q. Then π and p ql (x) are identified up to label swapping from the distribution of X n over the full model class
Remark 5 (Assumptions Only for the True Parameters):
The assumption of a full row rank of C m,Q,κ need only hold for the true conditional probabilities p ql (x), identification is then achieved over the full class M(n, Q, {0, . . . , κ−1}), similarly for the restriction π q > 0.
Theorem 2 provides conditions for identification in case of a small set of edge states that can be verified by a rank computation with symbolic algebra software. Using MATLAB, we construct the symbolic matrix C m,Q,κ for fixed Q and κ ≤ 10 in case that all free parameters p ql 
Iteratively, we determine for several combinations of κ and Q the minimal number m ∈ N such that the matrix C m,Q,κ has full row-rank. Thus, the model on n ≥ m 2 nodes is identifiable if additionally π q > 0, q = 1, . . . , Q. Table I contains the results for 2 ≤ Q ≤ 5. For example, from Table I it can be inferred that a binary model (κ = 2) with Q = 3 latent node states is identifiable as soon as the network consists of at least m 2 = 5 2 = 25 nodes. Additional to the results given by Table I , we showed that also for all combinations κ ≥ Q with 6 ≤ Q ≤ 10, a minimum of 3 nodes is enough to ensure a matrix of full row-rank.
From Theorem 2 we conclude the following general result. Again the conditions need only be placed on the true parameters, identification is then obtained within the full class M(n, Q, T, {0, . . . , κ − 1}). As in Theorem 1 the proof proceeds via the marginal models (Z t , X t ) using Theorem 2. The identification of the transition matrix requires new arguments, however.
Instead of assuming that the distributions p t= pare stable in time, one could impose other assumptions that allow for global assignment from local assignments of the node states, e.g. that the entries of π are pairwise distinct.
Remark 6 (Identification for Nonstationary, Inhomogeneous Markov Chains): The argument can also be extended to include identification in case of inhomogeneous transitions of node states. Consider the assumptions in Theorem 3, but instead of assuming a single ergodic transition matrix ρ and 
stationary marginal distribution π, consider the inhomogeneous setting as in Remark 2, and additionally assume that all transition matrices ρ t have full rank. Then the parameters π, p t ql , t = 1, . . . , T and ρ t , t = 2, . . . , T , are still identified, see Appendix for the argument.
Specifically, for the binary model we obtain the following result.
Corollary 4: Consider the dynamic model M(n, Q, T, {0, 1}) with binary edge state. Suppose that the transition matrix ρ has full rank, and that T ≥ 3.
• Q = 2: Assume that card{p t 11 , p t 12 , p t 22 } = 3 for all t ∈ T and that ρ jj ∈ (0, 1), j = 1, 2. If ρ 12 = ρ 21 or if p t 11 = p 11 for all t ∈ T does not depend on t, then the parameters are identified within M(n, 2, T, {0, 1}) provided that n ≥ 16. • Q = 3: Assume that card{p t 11 , p t 12 , p t 13 , p t 22 , p t 23 , p t 33 } = 6 for all t ∈ T and that ρ is ergodic. If p t 11 = p 11 , p t 22 = p 22 for all t ∈ T does not depend on t, then the parameters are identified within M(n, 3, T, {0, 1}) provided that n ≥ 25. [16] also discuss the binary case. Their argument requires the generic condition that the average edge probabilities l=1 π l p t ql , q = 1, . . . , Q are all distinct, which is not necessary for our result.
Further, in the binary model, [4, Th. 2] show that C m,Q,2 generically has full row rank if m is not too small with respect to Q. More precisely, if
This is the only step involving a generic argument. Once it can be shown that the matrices C t m,Q,2 have full row rank, t = 1, . . . , T , the transition matrix is also identified.
IV. ESTIMATION AND NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
In this section we illustrate numerically the estimation performance of the variational EM algorithm from [15] , which is implemented in the dynsbm package (available on CRAN). After clarifying identification it is of some interest to present numerical results in the weighted case which is particularly relevant in real-data applications, see [15] , who however only investigate the binary situation in simulations.
We consider two simulation settings in which the parameters are identified by Theorems 1 and 3, respectively. In both scenarios we make repeated simulations on 100 networks of different sizes: A rather small network size of 150 nodes and few time points to show that estimation works even under minimal conditions required by Theorems 1 and 3 and a larger network size of 1000 nodes. Moreover, we show simulation results in case that the underlying Markov chain is inhomogeneous. Below we briefly discuss the necessary changes to the variational EM algorithm, which we implemented by modifying the code in the dynsbm package. As recommended in [15] , we choose 25 starting points for the iterative algorithm for each network to ensure accurate estimation results. All simulations were performed on a Unix workstation with 16 GB RAM and an eight-core Xeon E5-1620 v3 processor.
A. Estimation of Inhomogeneous Dynamic SBMs
[15] introduced a variational EM Algorithm for estimation of dynamic SBMs, which can be extended to inhomogeneous Markov chains. The complete data log-likelihood of an inhomogeneous stochastic block model is of the form
with model parameters ϑ = (π, (ρ t ), (μ t ql )). The variational EM algorithm aims at optimizing the function
over Q ∈ D, where D is chosen as the class of factorizable distributions with the Markov property
The distributions Q i are assumed to be further factorizable into and are parameterized by the variational parameters 1 λ i q and t λ i q,l which correspond to
The marginal components of a distribution Q ∈ D, t δ i q ≈ P(Z t i = q | X), are computed recursively. The VEM-Algorithm iteratively updates the variational parameters given the model parameters in a variational E-step, and the model parameters given the variational parameters in an M-step. Explicit formulas for the fixed point equation for the E-step as well as for the sparsity parameter in the M-step p t ql can be found in [15, Proposition 2] . Further, in the inhomogeneous case only the M-step for the transition matrices and the group proportions changes, so that distinct parameters for every time point are calculated as
instead of averaging over all time points.
B. Scenario 1: Large Set of Edge States
In Scenario 1 we simulate random graphs on n = 150 and on n = 1000 nodes with Q = 3 latent groups for 
and π = (0.2, 0.33, 0.47). Note that this is not the stationary distribution of ρ, see Remark 2. In the repeated simulations, as the groups are only identified up to label swapping we need to determine an appropriate labeling in each run, which we base on the edge distributions p ql . The estimates of the parameters are visualized as boxplots in Figures 1-3 for both sizes of the network, where the true parameter values are presented as blue asterisks. The edge distributions are estimated rather precisely, while there is more variability in the estimates of the transition probabilities and the initial group proportions. As expected, all estimates become more exact when the network size increases. The runtime is ∼10 minutes for n = 150 and ∼18 hours for the larger network with n = 1000. Additionally we consider Scenario 1, that is Q = 3, κ = 6 with edge distributions as in (5) We consider the medium size of n = 300 nodes for the network. In Figure 4 we display the estimation results for ρ 2 and ρ 4 , for ρ 3 these are similar. There is not much difference compared to the estimation quality in the homogeneous case.
Here the runtime was ∼2 hours.
C. Scenario 2: Small Set of Edge States
In Scenario 2 we simulate random graphs on n = 150 and on n = 1000 nodes with Q = 3 latent groups for T = 3 different time points and transition matrix ρ as in (5) , which is of full rank. According to Table I, κ = 3 different edge classes and pairwise distinct parameters p ql are enough to ensure identifiability based on Theorem 3. As starting group The results are qualitatively similar to those in scenario 1, but with higher variability in particular in the estimation of the transition matrix ρ for the small sized network. The runtime for 100 estimations was ∼20 minutes for n = 125 and ∼35 hours for n = 1000.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The identification results in the paper justify and extend the range of applicability of the dynamic SBM from [15] . Finitely weighted edges are particularly relevant for applications, and we cover the case of a small set of edge states and a comparatively large number of latent node groups. In case of continuous edge states, it would be interesting to include a smoothing step into the variational EM algorithm, see e.g. [7] in case of the EM algorithm for nonparametric hidden Markov models.
The affiliation case, where the probabilities of the edge states only depend on whether both nodes constituting the edge are in the same state or not, no matter which particular state, still deserves further discussion. The transition matrices in the counterexample in [15] are not ergodic, so that it might suffice to achieve identification with only small additional assumptions.
It would also be of interest to extend the model to include covariates. In most applications these are node-specific, for example ethnicity in a high-school friendship network or keywords in a citation network [10] . For a static, binary stochastic block model with logistic link function, and where the effect of the covariates does not depend on the latent states, [20] discuss likelihood inference based on a Monte Carlo EM type algorithm. Our results could be directly applied if the support of the covariate vector includes a sufficiently large set on the diagonal, where they are restricted to be equal for all nodes.
To take advantage of additional information of covariates for identification as e.g. in [11] for mixture of regression models, new arguments would be required, however.
APPENDIX PROOFS

A. Proof of Theorem 1 and of Remark 2
Proof of Theorem 1: As argued in the discussion preceding the theorem, under the assumption a., by [4, Th. 15] the marginal parameters π, p t ql and P t ql are identified from the distribution of X t up to permutations σ t of the node states {1, . . . , Q} which, however, depend on t. Assumption b. then allows to align the node states globally, i.e. to pass to a global permutation σ.
Then it remains to identify the transition matrix ρ. To this end, fix one edge {i, j} and a time point t 0 ≤ T − 1, and consider the joint distribution of two consecutive edge variables
Using that by assumption, μ t ql = μ t lq for every t, by collecting terms we may write the last expression as
where ϕ q1,l1,q2,l2
We denote by Φ the Q+1
with rows indexed by (q 1 , l 1 ) and columns indexed by (q 2 , l 2 ). Let G t ql denote the cumulative distribution function of μ t ql . Since measures μ t ql , 1 ≤ q ≤ l ≤ Q in (1) are linearly independent by assumption a., from [3, lemma 17] it follows that for each t there exist Q+1
have full rank. Further, we let F denote the distribution function of (6) and let N t0 be the Q+1
Then from (6) it follows that N t0 = M t0 ΦM t0+1 and hence
where the right-hand side identifies the left-hand side. Since the entries of π are also identified, we obtain identification of ρ from
Proof of Statement in Remark 2: The marginal distribution of (Z 1 , X 1 ) is in M(n, Q, X , P) with parameters π = π 1 , p 1 ql and P 1 ql , while the marginal distributions of (Z t , X t ) have parameters p t ql and P t ql and π t = π · ρ 2 · . . . · ρ t , t = 2, . . . , T . By irreducibility of the ρ s , s = 2, . . . , t, the entries of the π t are strictly positive. By assumption a. and since n ≥ 9, from [4, Th. 15] the marginal parameters π, p t ql , P t ql and also π t are identified from the distribution of X t up to permutations σ t of the node states {1, . . . , Q} which, however, depend on t. Assumption b. again allows to align the node states globally, i.e. to pass to a global permutation σ. In the argument of the proof of Theorem 1, the transition matrix ρ t , t = 2, . . . , T is identified based on the joint distribution of (X t−1 e , X t e ) for some edge e, and knowledge of π t−1 and of μ t−1 ql , μ t ql , 1 ≤ q ≤ l ≤ Q. Hence the argument also works in the inhomogeneous case.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
First, note that all vectors p ql must be pairwise different, for, if two vectors were equal, C m,Q,κ would not have full row rank. Now, as C m,Q,κ has full row rank, [4, Lemma 17] provides three pairwise disjoint subsets G i ⊂ E of edges, i = 1, 2, 3 each consisting of the union of m complete graphs over m different nodes and hence of cardinality |G i | = m m 2 , such that the Q n × κ |Gi| matricesC (i) which contain the distribution of (X e ) e∈Gi conditional on node assignments have full row rank. Thus, by [12, Th. 4a ], see also [19, Th. 3] , in the version of [4, Th. 16] we can identify each of the matricesC (i) , i = 1, 2, 3 as well as the vector λ ∈ [0, 1] Q n containing the probabilities for each node state assignment up to a permutation of the rows. The entries of λ are of the form Q q=1 π mfor m q denoting the number of nodes which are in state q.
To complete the proof, we must identify the vectors π and p ql , 1 ≤ q ≤ l ≤ Q. We consider one of the complete subgraphs on m nodes in G 1 , which we may assume to be the nodes {1, . . . , m}. Its conditional distribution matrix given node states is C m,Q,κ , which is identified up to row permutation.
We are able to recover the whole set of parameters {p ql } (without assignment) by doing the following marginalizations. We fix an edge and for each row x of (unknown) node assignments, we perform marginalizations by summing all columns in which the specific edge is in state k = 1, . . . , κ. Now, we put these values into a vector of size κ. The resulting vector is equal to a parameter vector p ql but we do not know q and l so far. To assign these, we consider for every row of C m,Q,κ the set A x , which contains all the vectors we obtained by marginalizations in this row. This set is of the form A x := {p ql | two nodes are in state q and l in assignment x}.
If all node states in assignment x are equal, then for each edge, we recover the same vector p, q = 1, . . . , Q and this will be the only element contained in A x . In contrast, if at least one node is in a distinct state, since m ≥ 3 there are assignments which result in two distinct conditional edge distributions p ql and pql, where edge states q, l,q,l are all contained in x (some may be equal). Since p ql = pql, the set A x will contain more than one element. Hence, there are exactly Q rows for which A x is a one element set. Choosing an arbitrary labeling, we have thus recovered p, 1 ≤ q ≤ Q. Futher, the entries of λ belonging to these rows are of the form π m q . Thus, extracting the m-th roots and combining the values to a vector gives us π.
To finally assign the vectors p ql , q = l, we observe that the rows for which A x has precisely two elements are exactly those rows for which all but one of the nodes are in the same state q and one is in another state l = q, and then A x = {p, p ql }. For, if there is at least one additional node in a distinct statẽ l = q (which may also be equal to l), since m ≥ 3, there are assignments resulting in p ll which is different from pand p ql . So, A x contains more than two elements in all other cases.
The missing parameters p ql are contained in sets either together with por together with p ll . As these already are identified, we can match the sets and get the assignments for p ql , q = l. The result follows.
C. Proof of Theorem 3
We shall use the following additional notation. If M j are matrices of dimension r × k j , j = 1, 2, 3, then the matrix triple product of the M j is the three-fold tensor of dimension
If, in addition, v is a row vector of dimension r, and diag(v) the r × r diagonal matrix with entries v on its diagonal, then we set
Turning to the proof of Theorem 3, as argued in the discussion preceding the theorem, from Theorem 2 the marginal parameters π and p t ql are identified from the distribution of X t up to permutations σ t of the node states {1, . . . , Q}. By assumption, these may then be aligned globally.
In order to identify the transition matrix ρ, we shall apply Kruskal's theorem as in [4, Th. 16] , and note that the submodel on m nodes, (X t m ) t=1...,T is an HMM with transition matrix := ρ ⊗m , stationary distribution := π ⊗m .
We fix some time point 2 ≤ t 0 ≤ T − 1. As in previous arguments on nonparametric HMM identifiability [2] , [3] , [7] , conditionally on (Z t0 1 , . . . , Z t0 m ) the random vectors X t0−1 m , X t0 m , X t0+1 m are independent. The conditional distribution of X t0 m is given by C t0 m,Q,κ = C t0 m as defined in (2), where we drop the subscripts Q and κ in the following. Then, the distribution of X t0+1 m conditional on (Z t0 1 , . . . , Z t0 m ) is given by C t0+1 m , and that of X t0−1 m by C t0−1 m , where is the time reversal of , := diag( −1 ) diag( ) = ρ ⊗m , ρ := diag(π −1 )ρ diag(π).
The joint distribution can therefore be written as
.
By assumption C t m has full row rank for every t. Further, ρ has full rank by assumption, and hence so does its m-fold tensor product = ρ ⊗m . Moreover, since π has no zero entries since ρ is ergodic, also the time reversals ρ as well as have full rank. Therefore, it follows that C t0−1 m and C t0+1 m also have full row rank. Since does not have zero entries, from Kruskal's theorem [12] in the version of [4, Th. 16] we in particular identify the matrices C t0+1 m and C t0 m up to permutation, and the matrix C t0 m allows to align permuations. Since C t0+1 m also has previously been identified, we identify by
The parameters of ρ are extracted as the m-th root of particular matrix entries of , namely for z q = (q, . . . , q) and z l = (l, . . . , l) it holds that ρ ql = (z q , z l ) 1/m .
Proof of Statement in Remark 6:
Arguing as before the marginal parameters π t and p t ql , t = 1, . . . , T , are identified, and it remains to identify the transition matrices ρ t , t = 2, . . . , T . As in the above argument with consider the (inhomogenous) HMM (X t m ) t=1...,T with transition matrices t := (ρ t ) ⊗m , marginal state distributions t := (π t ) ⊗m .
Given a time point 2 ≤ t ≤ T − 1, conditionally on (Z t0 1 , . . . , Z t0 m ) the random vectors X t−1 m , X t m , X t+1 m are independent with C t m,Q,κ = C t m as conditional distribution of X t m , t+1 C t+1 m as conditional distribution of X t+1 m and t C t−1 m as conditional distribution of X t−1 m where t = diag( t ) −1 ( t ) diag( t−1 ).
By our full-rank assumption, as above we identify 3 , . . . , T and hence ρ 3 , . . . , ρ T . Moreover, we also identify 2 , and since diag( s ), s = 1, 2 are also identified, we obtain 2 and hence ρ 2 .
